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Speculative Buy

Promesa Limited
Leverage to Peruvian Cu-Au Porphyry play...

Drilling to commence at Alumbre
 Promesa is likely to kick start exploration on the 28,500 ha Alumbre Project (northern

Peru) with a A$400K, +2,000 metre (part of a A$1.4 million 5,600 metre) diamond drilling
program scheduled to commence mid year, subject to final approvals. The project is
located 70 kilometres southeast of the city of Trujillo close to the Pan American highway.

 Detailed mapping, rock chipping and geochemical sampling together with an induced
polarisation (“IP”) survey has modelled a near surface Cu+/-Au+/-Mo porphyry target in a
district dotted with world class mines developed by Barrick Gold Corporation,
Newmont, X-Strata and Vale.

 The IP anomaly measures 700 x 1,500 metres and remains open at depth. Alteration
patterns on the surface support the case for a “preserved” porphyry system with previous
drilling situated 500 metres north-west of the IP anomaly (Savage Resources Ltd) in the
1990’s returning 110 metres downhole at 0.12 g/t Au (including 8 metres @ 0.50 g/t Au).

Impressive Project Pipeline

 Olleros (Au, Ag, Cu) and Quinual (Cu, Au, Mo) represent two further projects under
option with Promesa within the Western Cordillera region of Peru. Exploration is likely to
commence on these properties late in 1Q/2Q 2014. Previous exploration in the 1990’s at
Olleros including diamond drilling has outlined Au, Ag, Cu mineralisation in porphyries.
The project is situated in the same belt as Barrick’s Pierina Gold Mine.

 Quniual is a high-sulphidation Cu, Au, Mo target with a similar geochemical signature to
the 5.8Moz Marte-Lobo project

Exploration Manager Appointed

 In January of this year Geologist Dean de Largie was appointed as Country and
Exploration Manager and brings over 23 years field experience including 10 years in
Argentina, Chile, Bolivia and Peru. Dean is fluent in English/Spanish and has significant
Cu-Au-Mo porphyry and low sulphidation epithermal experience.

Copper and Gold Volatility to continue

 The copper price is likely to remain volatile as finely balanced supply/demand and stocks
over 2013 is likely following on from the recent sell down of risk assets and a 20% fall in
the Copper price over the last 12 months. Weak demand in Europe however is likely to be
offset by stronger demand from China, Brazil and India. Similarly gold appeared to break
through its technical support levels of US$1,350/oz and views on the near term outlook
remain mixed.

Price Catalysts
 Watch for the results of drilling at Alumbre mid-year. Recent exploration success has been

handsomely rewarded with ASX listed Inca Minerals Limited (ASX: ICG) shares up over
600% shortly after their 29 January 20013 announcement on exploration results at
Chanape (Peru). CH DDH 001 intersected 108 metres of epithermal gold mineralisation
downhole at 3g/t Au eq and 220 metres @ 0.13% Cu and 120ppm Mo from 380 to 600
metres downhole.

Action and Recommendation

 Speculative BUY.
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INVESTMENT CASE
LEVERAGE TO PORPHYRY COPPER: The Company has identified coincident alteration,
geochemical anomalism and geophysical signatures that indicate the potential for a large-
near surface Cu+/-Au+/-Mo deposit. These anomalies remain open at depth with drilling to
commence mid-year.

PROJECT PIPELINE: Exploration is also likely to kick off on other key projects such as
Quinual (Cu, Au, Mo) and Olleros (Au, Ag, Cu) late in 1Q/2Q 2014 to follow up favourable
geochemical anomalies and geophysical targets.

COPPER/GOLD VOLATILITY A WILD CARD: Declining copper grades, labour disputes,
improving US sentiment are positive leads for copper but have been recently offset by lower
than expected GDP growth of 7.8% for CY 2013 in China. Coupled with almost
unprecedented volatility in Gold over the last week the near term outlook for these two metals
remains volatile.

SEASONED TECHNICAL TEAM: The recently appointed Country Manager and Exploration
Manager Dean de Largie is a seasoned South American exploration geologist who is also
fluent in Spanish. Under him is an equally experienced technical team with a wealth of
experience in South American porphyry/skarn exploration.

PERU A MAJOR COPPER PRODUCER: Peru is ranked 2nd globally in copper production, 4th

in the world in molybdenum production and is South America’s largest gold producer. Mining
accounts for around 61% of Peru’s exports and 5% of GDP. Peru also ranks highest in Latin
America in terms of its climate for investment in mining and comprises 41 major projects.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Promesa Limited (“Promesa” or “the Company”) was
listed as an Oil and Gas explorer on ASX in November
2009 raising approximately A$2.5 million. The
Company’s initial focus were two farm-in projects with
Pryme Oil and Gas Ltd (ASX: PYM) located in central
Louisiana and Mississippi (United States). The lead play
was the Atocha Project situated on the Tuscaloosa
Trend with a target of 1.26 TCF of recoverable gas
equivalent with the farm-in agreement allowing
Promesa to earn a 25% working interest.

Following mixed results from the drilling of Atocha, the
Company switched its focus to mineral exploration and
executed a Heads of Agreement in November 2010 with

Peru Minerals to explore for porphyry/skarn Cu+/-Au+/-Mo mineralisation in Peru. The lead
project included the Cerro Curunday (Victoadal) which consisted of three licenses (Victoadal,
Bacata and Santa Rosita) covering approximately 1,800 ha. The rationale for this move was
the opportunity to gain a foothold in the prolific copper-gold belt of the Peruvian Western
Cordillera typically associated with the Chicama and Chimu Formations known to host
Barrick’s Laguna Norte and Newmont’s Yanacocha mines. A 2,000 metre drill program was
undertaken in late CY 2011 with results released in February 2012 however no significant
mineralisation was identified.

In April 2012, Promesa entered into an Option Agreement to acquire a 100% interest in four
exploration mining concessions in Peru held by private company Kirio Mining S.A.C. The
Company has agreed to pay US$250,000 after completion of due diligence and a 12 month
exploration program. This acquisition included the Alumbre, Yarpun, Huajoropamp and
Quinual projects which are situated south of the Cerro Curunday and Santa Rosita
concessions held by Promesa in the La Libertad region. This portfolio was further bolstered
by the acquisition of the Olleros concession covering 3,600 ha and situated in the same
district as the Pierena Mine. The project is situated 23 kilometres east of the regional centre
of Huaraz.

Promesa provides tremendous
leverage to copper-gold porphyry
exploration in Peru

FIGURE 1: Project Location Map
(source: Promesa, ASX
Announcement 21st March 2013).

Promesa started out life as an oil
and gas explorer in the US...

...later changing its focus to mineral
exploration in Peru in 2011

Alumbre is the subject of a
proposed drilling program in mid
2013
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EXPLORATION OVERVIEW
Alumbre Project
Location & Access
The Alumbre (200ha, 100% PRA) and Magdalena (27,300ha, 70% farm-in with OBAN S.A.C.
+ 1.25 million 20 cent options expiring 24 months from grant) concessions cover 28,500 ha
and are situated approximately 70 kilometres north of Trujillo close to the Pan Americana
Highway (Figure 2).

Geology and Mineralisation

The lithologies on the project area are dominated by Calipuy group volcanic sequence which
have in turn been intruded by feldspathic porphyries. A complex system of local and regional
faults provide controls for quartz stockworks containing copper-sulphide iron oxides. There
are two key prospects namely Chorobal, (low sulphidation epithermal veins) and Alumbre .
The Alumbre project represents a genuine porphyry target and is the focus of our analysis
below.

Alumbre has potential as a high sulphidation oxide deposit and an outcropping porphyry
system situated near the boundary between the Alumbre and Magdalena concessions. A Au-
Cu-Mo anomaly on Alumbre, Chupon and Magdalena coincident with argillic and silica-clay
alteration indicates the potential for a large near surface porphyry target. Figures 4, 5 and 6
clearly show coincident Au-Cu-Mo mineralisation overlying a chargeability anomaly (Figure 7)
extending near surface to below 600 metres depth. The most likely explanation for this
coincident geophysics-geochemistry is the presence of a porphyry that remains open to the
south-east and at depth.

Previous Exploration

The Alumbre-Magdalena concessions were explored in 1994 by Newmont Mining
Corporation (“Newmont”) who carried out reconnaissance exploration in the area. Between
1995 and 1998 Savage Resources Limited (“Savage”) (Pasminco Limited acquired Savage
in 1999) also undertook stream sediment, rock chip sampling, mapping, geophysics and
drilling. The majority of this work focussed on the potential for epithermal gold mineralisation.
The potential for porphyry style mineralisation was however highlighted by Savage in 1997 at
the Alumbre-Magdalena concession describing the potential for a disseminated mineralisation
zone covering 3.0 kilometres by 2.5 kilometres in an epithermal gold system possibly derived
from a buried porphyry. This was identified by geophysics undertaken to a depth of around
200 metres with five of seven RC holes returning anomalous mineralisation. CJK-1 returned
110m @ 0.12 g/t Au including 8 metres @ 0.50 g/t Au.

FIGURE 2: Surface geology and
alteration outline at Alumbre
Project (source: Promesa, Update
Investor Presentation, March
2013).

Previous explorers were focussed
on epithermal gold mineralisation....

...however Savage recognised the
potential for porphyry style
mineralisation
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FIGURE 4: Gold anomalism
covering Alumbre, Chupon and
Magdalena concessions (source:
Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

FIGURE 5: Copper anomalism
covering Alumbre, Chupon and
Magdalena concessions (source:
Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

FIGURE 6: Molybdenum
anomalism covering Alumbre,
Chupon and Magdalena
concessions (source: Promesa,
Update Investor Presentation,
March 2013).
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FIGURE 7: Alumbre Project IP
Geophysics section view L 1100N
(source: Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

FIGURE 8: Alumbre Project
geophysics chargeability results @
400 metres depth (source:
Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

FIGURE 9: South view of the IP
geophysics image of high and very
high chargeability zones with
proposed drill trace locations
(source: Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).
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Proposed Exploration
The Company is proposing a 5,600 metre diamond drilling program which is scheduled to
commence mid year pending the acceptance of an environmental and social study known as
a Declaracion de Impacto Ambiental (“DIA”). Figures 7-8 set out plan and sectional views of
the anomaly with Figures 9 and 10 providing a 3D image and plan view respectively of the
anomaly with proposed drill hole traces.

FIGURE 10: Proposed 5,600 metre
drilling program at the Alumbre
Project targeting areas of high
chargeability  (source: Promesa,
Update Investor Presentation,
March 2013).
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Olleros Project

Location and Access
Olleros: (PRA, 100%: Au, Cu, 3,600 Ha). The concession is
situated in the central Andes (Peru) at Ancash Department
(Figure 11) near the regional cities of Huaraz and Recuay.

Previous Exploration
Reconnaissance exploration in the early 1990’s included
geochemical, geophysical and diamond drilling by companies
such as Barrick, IRL Peru, Teck and Meridian. A total of
five argillic alteration zones within Tertiary volcanics
(associated with porphyry+/-skarn mineralisation) hosted
within Cretaceous rocks covering 12 kilometres x 6
kilometres have been identified and are known as Parianan,
Antacocha, Pariapata, Huantune and Aco. These prospects
are coincident with regional NW-SE and NE-SW cross cutting
fault structures.

Geology and Mineralisation
The project is situated in the same structural corridor as
Barrick’s Pierina Gold Mine, which is a low cost and
multimillion ounce production operation. The area has a
strong argillic alteration and oxidation identified by satellite
images. The mineralisation is hosted in volcanic rocks of the
Calipuy Group, intruded by porphyritic bodies composed of dacites and rhyodacites acid.
Geochemical results for gold, copper and molybdenum anomalies show encouraging values.

FIGURE 11: Olleros Project
location diagram (source:
Promesa, Website, April 2013).

A total of five argillic alteration
zones have been identified

Geochemical results show
encouraging results for Au, Cu and
Mo
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Quinual Project

Location and Access

(PRA: 100%: Au, Cu, Mo; 1,000 Ha). The project covers an area
of 1,000ha and is under an Option Agreement. The concession is
situated (Figure 12) in the western Cordillera of Peru 71 kilometres
south of Trujillo in the department of La Libertad.

Geology and Mineralisation

T h e  p r o j e c t  i s
prospective for high
sulphidation epithermal
Au-Ag deposit related
to  a  Cu - Au - Mo
porphyry deposits at
depth. The dominant
rock type comprises
Tert iary volcanics
including dacites and
rhyolites with alteration
(argillic, silicic) covering
an area measuring of 2.5 kilometres x 1.0
kilometres NE-SW. The sulphides are pyrite
disseminated in veins, the oxides are
disseminated hematite (box work), and in veins
(stockwork) (Figure 13).

Previous Exploration

Modern exploration commenced with a joint venture between Buenaventura and Newmont
in 1996, which undertook some surface sampling. No geophysics or drilling was undertaken.

Recent Exploration

An IP survey has been completed and has generated a potential porphyry target at depth
(Figure 17). The model for mineralisation is similar to Marte-Lobo 5.8Moz Au (Maricunga-
Chile) and El Galeno 486 Mt @ 0.57% Cu deposits (Peru). In late CY 2012 a mapping,
geochemical and geophysical program identified a potential epithermal environment. Gold
and associated arsenic anomalism was strongest in the south indicating a potential
epithermal environment (Figure 14-16). A Magnetics and IP survey over 9.2 kilometres to an

approximate depth of 600
metres out l ined a
significant chargeability
responses at depth of
200 metres.

Proposed Exploration

Ongoing geochemical
sampling, mapping and
drilling is planned for later
in CY 2013.

FIGURE 12: Quinual Project
location diagram (source:
Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

FIGURE 13: Panoramic view of
Quinual Project looking north-west
(source: Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

A significant chargeability anomaly
has been outlined at a depth of
approximately 200 metres

FIGURE 14: Alteration map of
Quinual Project (source: Promesa,
Update Investor Presentation,
March 2013).
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FIGURE 14: Quinual Project.
Arsenic anomalism (source:
Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).

FIGURE 15: Quinual Project. Gold
anomalism (source: Promesa,
Update Investor Presentation,
March 2013).

FIGURE 16: Quinual Project
geophysics. IP chargeability model
at 200 metres depth (source:
Promesa, Update Investor
Presentation, March 2013).
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Quinual Project has
been recognized as
a high sulphidation
epithermal environ-
ment hosted in
dacitic pyroclastic

Quinual Project
has been recog-
nized as a high
sulphidation epi-
thermal environ-
ment hosted in



OTHER PROJECTS

 Yarpun: (PRA: 100%, Cu, Au, Ag, Mo; 100ha). The
concession is situated in central Peru 300 kilometres from
Lima, in the Ancash Department (Figure 17).
Reconnaissance surface sampling and mapping has been
undertaken a number of junior resource explorers in addition
to Newcrest from 1998-2004 and Newmont 2004-2005.
Cretaceous age volcanic rocks contain argillic, propylitic
alteration typically associated with porphyry stile
mineralisation. Mineralisation is hosted in quartz veins with
massive sulphide (including sphalerite, galena, chalcocite).
Veins strike for up to 300 meters in length and up to 3 metres
in width. The system has veins with polymetallic
mineralisation (Sp-Ga-Cp) and oxide mineralisation veins
with Au-Ag. Peak values from rock chipping include antimony
(1,849 ppm), gold (63ppb), silver (14 ppm), copper (186ppm)
and molybdenum (181 ppm). It is a strategic holding adjacent
to surrounding BHP-Billiton and Minsur concessions.

 Huarajopampa: (PRA: 100%; Cu, Au; 1,000 ha) The
concession is located in central Peru, in the Ancash
Department at an 4000m ASL. Pasminco (2000-2007) and Teck (2007-2009)
undertook reconnaissance exploration, which identified hydrothermal altered
Cretaceous limestone and skarn-style Pb-Zn-Ag mineralization covering an area of 1.0
kilometres x 2.0 kilometres. The property is adjacent to the nearby Minera IRL
concessions.

 La Libertad District: (PRA: 100%; Au, Cu, 7,600 Ha). The La Libertad District
concessions are located in the Western Cordillera of the northern Peruvian Andes and
about 40 km to the northeast of the Lagunas Norte, 9 million oz gold mine operated by
Barrick Gold Corporation (NYSE: ABX). The project concession is made up of 10
contiguous concessions (7,800ha), are located approximately 40 kilometres north-east
of Trujillo. These concession host the Cerro Curunday and the Santa Rosita prospects.
These epithermal gold target cover 1,000ha adjoining Barrick and Vale concession at
the northern end of the Peruvian Andes.

FIGURE 17: Yarpun location
(source: Promesa, website, April
2013).
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COMMODITY OUTLOOK

Copper
Copper rallied in 2H 2012 and early CY
2013 however we have seen a sharp sell-off
in the last two months in the wake of a
global sell down of risk assets (Figure 18).
Fears over Chinese property tightening, a
softer Chinese PMI (with Chinese New Year
falling mid-February) and recent instability
on the Korean peninsula have contributed to
this weakness. RM Research is anticipating
a re-bound in metal demand and medium
term Chinese growth in the 2H CY 2013
offset in part by weak demand from  Europe.

Fundamentally, we see the copper market in
small surplus, moving towards balance, with
Chinese refined copper imports expected to
pick up over the next 3-6 months and
Chinese bonded stocks to draw (bonded
premiums are set to increase), as Chinese
demand picks up both seasonally and
following continued growth in construction
completions, property sales  and power
infrastructure related demand (Figure 19).
An end to the 2H12 de-stocking in both the
semi-fabrication and home appliance
sectors should also be bullish for Chinese
consumption. Meanwhile, US housing is

structurally improving and should become an increasingly important factor for both copper
demand and sentiment as the year progresses.

Mine supply (Table 1) has grown substantially with 2012 seeing the strongest year of growth
since the 1990’s. In the medium term we don’t believe this can be sustained with rising cost
pressures, continuing industrial disputes, declining exploration and near mine expenditure
coupled with declining grades, infrastructure bottlenecks likely to put in a lid on supply. On
this basis, the ICSG’s 6.4% prediction is likely to be on the high side with 3-4% growth more
likely resulting is likely to be a finely balanced copper market with upside in late CY 2013.

FIGURE 18: LME cash and 3 month
copper price (source: Base Metals
Monthly, Standard Bank, March
2013).

Copper has been caught in the
wake of a recent sell down of global
risk assets

FIGURE 19: Monthly change to
LME Copper Stocks vs Cash Price
(source: Base Metals Monthly,
Standard Bank, March 2013).

TABLE 1: Annual Global Supply/
Demand Balance for Copper 2005-
2015 (source: Base Metals Monthly,
Standard Bank, March 2013).

Copper market is likely to remain
finely balanced
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Gold
This week has witnessed a once in a
generation move in the gold price
(Figure 20) with daily losses last
Monday on par with those witnesses
in January 1980 and  February 1983.
2013 could in fact represent the first
year gold has posted negative annual
returns since the year 2000.

There has been a widening gap
between the performance of gold
equities and physical gold (Figure 21)
that indicated that the market was
pricing in further downward pressure
on gold in part driven by a recovery in
the US Economy. Furthermore,
profitability in the sector (Figure 22)
has continued to disappoint in the
face of rising cost pressures (RBS
Morgans, Gold Sector, March 2013).
Recent moves in the gold price
confirmed this view.

We believe that while there could still
be near term downside, however
given the instability of global
currencies and the fact that central
bankers still view gold as currency,
we anticipate a move back to
US$1,500 in the medium term. The
primary risk is financial markets
stability and money chasing risk—the
latter could be a way off.

Other downside risks for gold include
reduced tail risks, low inflation, and a
lower prospect of more quantitative
easing. While investment led upward
moves are hard to predict, strong
jewellery demand and continued

central bank buying are likely to put a floor on the gold price.

FIGURE 20: Spot Gold (source:
Kitco, 19 April 2013).

FIGURE 21: Gold equities
performance vs physical gold
February 2008 to December 2012
(source: Base Metals Monthly,
Standard Bank, March 2013).

Widening gap between physical
gold and gold equities...

...a decline in gold EFT’s has
tracked a declining gold price

FIGURE 22: Gold producers
average cash costs of production
Dec 2010 to December 2012
(source: Base Metals Monthly,
Standard Bank, March 2013).

Positive economic news has not
helped gold recently...

...rising costs and central bank
activity are likely however to
balance these negative leads
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CORPORATE

 The most recent corporate activity by the Company was a A$1,325,000 capital raising
in mid December 2012 via the issue of 26.5 million Shares to institutional,
sophisticated and professional investors at an issue price of 5 cents per Share.

RISK ANALYSIS

 Exploration Risk: Mineral exploration is high risk and there is potential for Promesa’s
exploration programs on its Peruvian exploration portfolio to fail to outline any
potentially economic mineralisation.

 Metallurgical and Processing Risks: The metallurgy of mineral deposits, (e.g. skarn,
porphyry deposits) may present challenging metallurgical issues that may lead to an
increase in operating and/or capital costs and adversely affect project economics.

 Land Owners: Failure to execute agreements relating to access on mining
concessions with the local landowners could impair exploration and/or development at
key projects.

 Financial Position: The Company does not currently have the financial reserves to
fully evaluate all of its exploration projects and is likely to be dependent on raising
capital from the equity markets in the medium term. The Company does however have
adequate cash reserves to test its first project at Alumbre.

 Infrastructure Risks: Delays in infrastructure (port, roads) have the potential to
significant delay production plans.

 Peer Underperformance: Underperformance of peer Au, Cu+/-Au explorers and/or
developers has the potential to adversely affect market sentiment and lead to lower
valuations for Promesa.

 Commodity Risks: The Company is primarily exposed to Cu and Au. Declines in
these metals may adversely affect the valuation and project economics of key
exploration projects which may in turn, struggle to attract the required capital to enable
further exploration and/or development.

 Market Risks: Further declines in equity markets may continue to put pressure on
junior resource companies as investors switch out of risk into safe haven investments.
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DIRECTORS AND MANAGEMENT
Mr. Solomon Majteles, LLB (UWA) NON EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
Mr Majteles is a lawyer with over 35 years experience in business, corporate, property and
commercial law and practise. He has been a director of various private and listed companies
engaged in the exploration, mining and production working in uranium, precious and base
metals, oil and gas for more than 25 years. He is a non executive chairman of ASX listed
company Metals Australia Limited and a non executive director of ASX listed Power
Resources Limited, Prime Minerals Limited and Blaze International Limited.

Mr. Ananda Kathiravelu, B.Bus. FFIN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Mr. Kathiravelu has been in the financial services funds management and stockbroking
industries for over 20 years. He is a Director of Armada Capital Limited, Chairman of
Potash Minerals Ltd and Non-Executive Director of Radar Iron Ltd. His areas of expertise
include corporate advice, capital raising, mergers and acquisitions in small cap resources.

Mr. Michael Sebbag, B.M.Eng.(UNSW) M.Ec. (Cut) EXECUTIVE TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Mr. Sebbag is a Mining Engineer with over 15 years experience including coal and precious
and base metals. This included 11 years at Barrick Gold Corporation where he held senior
management and operational positions. He has been responsible for several major studies,
expansion projects, technical expertise and operational management on several continents.
This includes all aspects of project development from exploration to project development,
community and government engagement, due diligence and operations. Michael is a
consultant providing advice and peer reviews on a wide variety of technical matters.

Mr. Mario Enrique Camacho Bolivar, B.M. Eng. NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Mr. Bolivar is a Mechanical Engineer with over 15 years experience in all aspects project
engineering, including technical and administrative project coordination, engineering
consulting, inspection, quality control and assurance. He is based in Colombia and since
February 2009 has been the President of PEGASUS GROUP COLOMBIA SA. His role
includes strategic direction, resources application and investment identification and
development.

Mr. Timothy Wise, B.Sc. (UWA) NON-EXECUTIVE Alt. DIRECTOR (for Mr. Bolivar)
Mr Wise is the founder of Wisepeak and also the joint founder and CEO of Wasabi Energy
Limited and was the joint founder of The Tap Doctor. He previously worked as a stock
broker for Paterson's Securities Limited. Mr Wise was previously a Non-Executive Director
on the Boards of Transerv Energy and Valdera Resources.

Mr. Dean de Largie, B.Sc. (Cut) EXPLORATION MANAGER
Mr.de Largie is a geologist with 23 years experience including 10 years in Peru. Other
locations include Chile, Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, USA and Australia. Dean’s career in Peru
included time with Minera Auriferous Veronica SA (MARSA) and Savage Exploration
(including work in the Alumbre/Magdalena concession area) and Panoro Mining Limited.
Dean brings vast experience in senior exploration and operations management with specific
expertise in porphyry Cu, Mo-Au systems and high and low sulphidation epithermal
environments.

CONCLUSION
Despite the soft market for junior resource companies there remains considerable interest in
Peruvian mineral exploration as evidenced by the interest in Inca Minerals and their
impressive porphyry/epithermal results returned in February of this year. Alumbre represents
a genuine porphyry target with coincident geophysics, geochemistry in the right volcanic host
rocks. The first round of 2,000 metres of drilling mid year should give us a good idea whether
this IP anomaly has any legs to it. The recent volatility in copper and gold has dampened near
term enthusiasm for risk however we believe this should improve in 2H CY 2013.

Michael is an experienced mining
engineer with global experience
including over 10 years with Barrick

Mario is a mechanical engineer and
is also President of the Pegasus
Group Columbia SA

Alumbre represents a genuine por-
phyry target
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RM Research Recommendation Categories

Care has been taken to define the level of risk to return associated with a particular company.
Our recommendation ranking system is as follows:

Buy Companies with ‘Buy’ recommendations have been cash flow positive for some time and have a
moderate to low risk profile. We expect these to outperform the broader market.

Speculative Buy We forecast strong earnings growth or value creation that may achieve a return well above that of the
broader market. These companies also carry a higher than normal level of risk.

Hold A sound well managed company that may achieve market performance or less, perhaps due to an
overvalued share price, broader sector issues, or internal challenges.

Sell Risk is high and upside low or very difficult to determine. We expect a strong underperformance
relative to the market and see better opportunities elsewhere.
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